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turo into support of their doctrines,
they manufactured them, with the re-

sult that it became necessary to for-

mulate the Book of Books.
That President Lincoln was a sup-

porter of the constitution, of the gov-

ernment of check and counter-chec- k

provided therein; that he upheld the
authority of the courts, that he spoke
of representative government when

, he spoke of government by the peo- -

i pie, for the people and of the people,
I all goes without saying to tl .3e who
j digest what they read. It d..' not re

quire the words of his son in protest
to reveal this fact.

i To quote a quotation is usually to
I misquote it. Mrs. Malaprop at her

worst never had anything on those
who pin their faith on quotations.
This particular period of time has not
been so great an offender as others,
chiefly because we have gotten away
from the classical period, when a
man's learning was judged by the
number of quotations he could make,
when an editorial or an essay was
studied wtih "pearls of thought" from
so many authors and so many climed
that the reader had to have working
knowledge of seventeen different lan-
guages, dead or alive, before he could
make out what the author was talking
about. We no longer have quotations
hurled at us In broadsides. Thank
heavens, that terror is spared to us!
But wo do have the words and
thoughts of the reactionaries of the
past dragged out of their sheep-ski-

graves to furnish a rock foundation
for the progressives or today.

The gentle art of misquoting is for

tunately at a low ebb in the twen-

tieth century.

CONTROL OF THE WIRELESS.
New conditions bring new prob-

lems. Among the latter is the con-

trol of the wireless telegraph. Some
years ago a young Italian who had
been Interested in Dr. Hertz's wave
theory of the transmission of light
and sound stood at a lakeside throw-
ing stones aimlessly into the water.
He saw the stone disappear, but'
leave a ring of waves that constantly
diminished as the distance- - Increased.
We have all done the same tnmg. Men
for a thousand years saw apples drop
from the trees and thought nothing
of It, but one day a Newton saw an
apple drop from a tree and the law
of gravitation sprang from his brain.
We have all heard a kettle sing on
the stove and we saw the lid raise
from the pressure of the steam; one
day Watts saw It and invented the
steam engine.

Just so the wizard Marconi threw
stones into a lake and invented the
wireless telegraph. If sound traveled
In waves, he argued, why not throw
a sound into the air and create
waves? The distance they would
travel would" simply be measured by
the force with which it was thrown.
He began throwing sounds into the
air with an ordinary telegraph instru-
ment instead of over a wire. He dis-

covered that a similar instrument un-

der certain conditions would receive
them. The wireless was found; it
was simply a problem of multiplying

the power to create waves to deter-
mined distance.

And just here the bigger problem
came in. It was how to prevent, other
fellows from throwing a jrbal stone
at the samo time and thus creatine
discord. Throw one stone In the
water and its waves are clear and
distinct. Throw a second stone at the
same time and it creates Its own
waves until they merge with those of
the first and the identity of both is
lost.

The captain of the Mount Temple
said he did not answer the Titanic
wireless because he wanted that ship
to have a clear field in sending' its
call for help. He was right. He was
not going to confuse the sound waves.

This is the reason for the control
of the wireless. Unauthorized Inter-
ference must be prevented or the
whole system is worthless. If every-
body is throwing stones we cannot
identify the thrower. If everybody
with a sounder and a current is to
throw sound-wave- s we cannot identify
the sender, nor separate the message.

Those conditions force a control
through governmental authority of
the wireless.

THE ACTOR'S CLOTHES.

Our principal actor of whims was
Mr. Mansfield, as has been made
known variously. One whim of his is
related by Fritz Schoultz, the r.

When it came to the staging of
"The First Violin" Mansfield was keen
to get garments with "character" in

them and found that of all places H
Schoultz's Was the one that could sup- - H
ply him with redingotes. He was de- - M
lighted with them, introduced them M
and at the end of the Chicago engage- - M
ment absolutely declined to return Jk
them. M

The matter of getting stage clothes M
with character Is interesting In itself. H
Second hand shops supply the most, IH
although on occasions an actor has H
been known to approach a laborer on M
the street and. make him an offer for
his weatherbeaten coat. M

William Norris, lately returned to M
us, made an extensive hunt in New M
Yortc for clothes characteristic of his B
part In "The Children of the Ghetto." B

He found his quarry on the street, H
made his bargain and was to have jM
the odd garments that night. They M
arrived, neatly scoured and pressed jl
and with every vestige of character M
missing. Chicago Post. B

SUIHjIME RIDICULOUS. H
Tlioy sat togothor beneath the stars, H

Tommy Toodlos and Sarah Jane, H
And while he whistled a fow short H

bars H
Of somo familiar opera strain H

Sarah, she spake of colostlal sphoros, H
That swung so low In tho blooming H

night, 1
Whisporlng, awestruck, of hopes and H

H
Of countloss worlds beyond our H

sight. M
With face uplifted, in simplo faith, H

She tol-- of hoavenly truths that H
como H

Right down to earth but Tommy salth H
"Say, have a chunk of this chewing H

gum." H

"AS I REMEMBER THEM" I
IN BOOK FORM I

The Articles Appearing Under the Above Heading in H
This Journal During the Past Year I

Bp Judge C C Goocfrwir B

These Fascinating Stories of Various Members of the Royal Band That Came to Settle the Great B
West in the Olden, Golden Days, Together With a Casual Record of Interesting Happenings and Events with fl
Many Personal Reminiscences Remembered From Close Acquaintance With the Subjects, and all containing B
a Deep Note of Human Interest, Are in the Author's Best Style and Among the Finest Things That Have fl
Latterly Come From the Facile Pen of That Veteran Journalist fl

There will Be a Limited Signed Edition De Luxe ofFive Hundred Copies at $5.00 the Copy, and a fl
Popular Edition at $2.00 the Copy. H

A Large Number of the Volumes of the Limited Edition Have Already Been Ordered, and It Would B
be Advisable, Should You Desire a Copy of This Edition, to Order at Once. B

Send Orders and Remittances Addressed as folloms: C. C. Goodwin, 915 Boston jH
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